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Written for the advanced engineer, technician, or advanced radio amateur, this popular guide to
radio communications presents complete documentation on many technical topics. It studies HF,
VHF, and UHF spectrums, covers theory and equipment design in detail, and explains construction
techniques. For engineers, technicians and advanced radio amateurs.HF, VHF, and UHF
spectrums.Detailed theory and equipment design.
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The late Bill Orr, W6SAI, was a legend to many of us old timer hams. His books were always
practical and helpful. Radio Handbook is no exception. This is a reprint of an older edition of Radio
Handbook so its technology looks like 80's vintage. (Get the ARRL Handbook for recent stuff.) This
book's strength is tube-type linear amplifiers. That's why I bought it and I'm happy with it. Very
practical help and ideas. His general radio theory sections are quite clear as well. For other circuits
and devices, I found the material rather dated. But for amps, it's my book!

Just exactly what I desired. It is a technical book teaching the electronic fundamentals necessary to
design radio receivers, transmitters/exciters, and RF power amplifiers. Well written, excellent detail
and explanations. the material requires your attention and concentration. A great way to study radio
electronics. It is perfect for my use which is to learn how to design and build an RF 1,000 watt power

amplifier for Ham radio.

I've owned 3 of these "Radio Handbook's." I consider the 23rd edition to be as good and as
essential to the library of the active and advanced, technically minded, radio amateur, as previous
editions. If i could only have 2 books in my library, this would be one of them.

This book is a must have for any library. If you are interested in homebrewing then you need this
book. Its filled with lots of schematics and details.

I own several hard cover texts of Bill Orr. He documented and wrote many fine articles for QST, CQ
Magzine, and 73, over the years. Bill had a way of going into depth when explaining technical
concepts and construction methodology that many have found refreshing and enlightening.Being
"construction minded," I often repair older radio equipment or tackle a "scratch build" project and
use Bill's handbooks as references. Over the years I have acquired several of his hard bound
publications. This one, in particular, I needed for tube specifications I could not find elsewhere for a
tube amplifier project.While the 22nd and 23rd edition are very similar in content, if one wanted to
own just a single copy, the 23rd should be the one of choice.

If you just want a copy of Orr's excellent book, then you're okay. But I already have an old copy. I
wanted a newer edition. My complaint is the photo shows 21st edition, but they shipped me the 19th
edition. Also condition was not quite as good as claimed. False advertising.

...PrimeParts.net says they still have a few in stock; I just ordered one earlier today. Web link:
[...]Update: The book arrived and I've been perusing the contents. It's an absolutely beautiful book -the pictures are crisp and clear. The technical content is quite good, although I would caution that
the technical details are closer to what you find in something like the ARRL Handbook or perhaps
Experimental Methods in RF Design than, say, Bowick's or Hayward's RF Design (text) books.It is
true that some of the content is dated: most of the amplifiers are tube-based and while some
designs are perfectly workable as presented, today there are much more straightforward
approaches using, e.g., microcontrollers and a bit of analog 'glue.' (Particularly amusing: He
catalogs the 'typical home computer' as having 64KB. :-) ) Still, there's a lot that can be learned from
a classic book such as this, and even if the implementations have changed over time, the
fundamentals are timeless; people who downgrade books such as this for being 'obsolete' are

typically those who are only seeking a cursory understanding of the subject matter.

But they are not mutually exclusive. Every ham needs this book. Especially if you ever want to build
(or dream) a "real" RF amplifier. Buy this book before they go out of print
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